
"Real-life Destinations from the Mythical 'Wheel of Time' Series"

From awe-inspiring gorges and spectacular viewpoints to scenic beaches and remnants of history, 'The Wheel of Time' features a plethora of

enchanting locales that serve as unforgettable backdrops to the drama unfolding on screen. Here are ten stops to include on your fantasy-based

itinerary should you wish to explore the paths traversed by the characters of the acclaimed series.
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10 Localizações indicadas 

 by Tiia Monto   

Great Soča Gorge 

"Gorgeous Gorge & River"

Great Soča Gorge is a breath-taking sight and a haven for all nature

lovers. This gorge offers a mesmerizing view of the pristine Soča River

which is sure to soothe your mind as well as your soul. If you are a brave

heart and a swimmer, you can dive into the river during the summer

months. However, if you wish to enjoy the beauty of the serene

surroundings, you can set up a picnic at the end of the bridge. The beauty

of the gorge is accentuated after the rainy season, the river is calm,

thereby allowing you to take a dip or plan a picnic nearby.

 +386 5 302 9647  www.soca-valley.com/en/in-search-

of-adventure/nature/202012281144

5323/the-great-soca-gorge/

 Soča, Soča Valley, Triglav National

Park, Bovec

 by --Ryj 08:18, 29 October

2006 (UTC)   

Pravčická brána 

"Largest Sandstone Arch in Europe"

Situated in Bohemian Switzerland, Pravčická brána is a rock formation

featuring the largest natural sandstone arch in Europe. This place has

been named after a hermit named Prebisch who once lived here. There is

a chateau near the rock wall that houses a photo gallery and a restaurant.

This place is surrounded by picturesque elements of nature which is a true

treat to the eye. Pravčická brána is one of the most prominent monuments

in Hrensko and must be visited by history enthusiasts and nature lovers.

 +420 604238209  www.pbrana.cz  info@pbrana.cz  Hrensko 82, Hrensko

 by kallerna   

Mangart Saddle 

"Mind-blowing Vistas"

Mangart Saddle, locally known as the Mangartsko sedlo, is a majestic

attraction tucked away in one of the highest mountain passes in the

country. Sitting at an elevation of 2,072 meters (6,798 ft)—the panoramic

vistas are known to offer dramatic sceneries straight out of the movies. To

visit the mountain pass, one needs to be a brave heart to experience some

of the most enchanting and exciting narrowly paved roads. Driving and

cycling on these mountain roads that are known to offer fascinating

steeps and hairpin bend turn-the journey to Mangart pass is an attraction

in itself. Upon reaching the spot, one requires to hike a small trail leading

to the viewpoint. At the summit, enjoy the spectacular scenes of mountain

valleys and stunning surroundings.

 www.soca-valley.com/en/in-search-of-adventure/natur

e/2021010713523320/mangartsko-sedlo-2055-m/

 Strmec na Predelu, Log pod Mangartom, Bovec
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 by Lukáš Kalista   

Dolský mlýn 

"Historic Mill Ruins"

Located in the Bohemian Switzerland National Park, Dolský Mlýn is a site

of a three-wheeled mill and a saw mill which operated in the 16th century.

The outer walls of the historic building have been preserved which stand

as ruins in the present day. Declared as a cultural monument, it is a

popular destination amongst hikers in the area. This site has also been

used as a location for a number of film productions in the past. Best

accessible from the nearby village of Jetřichovice, visiting Dolský Mlýn is a

great way to spend some quality time with mother nature.

 www.dolskymlyn.cz/  Off Route 25858, Růžová

 by Florian Jesse   

Soča (Isonzo) 

"Ethereal River"

The Soča, also known as Isonzo in Italy, is a beautiful, emerald-green river.

Originating in the Alpine valley of Trenta in the northwestern region of

Slovenia, the river enters the Adriatic Sea near the coastal town of

Monfalcone, Italy. Between these spots, the rivers runs through a number

of towns in Slovenia and Italy, making its appearance below the famous

Solkan Bridge. Historically, it has been the site of several military

operations known as the 'Twelve Battles of Isonzo'. No matter whether

you’ve visited either Slovenia or Italy, you have witnessed the river’s

ethereal beauty in the 2008 Disney movie 'Chronicles of Narnia: Prince

Caspian', during the bridge war scene.

 +386 5 302 9647  www.soca-valley.com/en/in-search-

of-adventure/nature/202012091054

5268/the-soca-river/

 Soča, Solkan, Nova Gorica

 by Linus Follert   

Northern Velebit National Park 

"Serenity in Seclusion"

Away from the busy roads and bustling human population, the

northernmost region of Velebit Mountain, the largest mountain in Croatia

is covered by the picturesque National Park Sjeverni Velebit. Established

in 1999, the Park covers an area of 109 square kilometers (42.08 square

miles) and consists of some of the most ecologically valuable and

interesting species and habitats. It offers exceptional hiking opportunities

and the well-marked trails run through lush mountain forests, botanical

gardens and wide landscapes and meadows. A must visit for trekking

enthusiasts.

 +385 53 66 5380  www.np-sjeverni-

velebit.hr/

 npsv@np-sjeverni-

velebit.hr

 Krasno 96, Senj

 by Jirka.h23   

Čertovy hlavy 

"Creepy Sculptors"

Čertovy hlavy which translates to Devil's Heads are sandstone rock

sculptors that have a long-standing history dating back to 1841. These

rock sculptors were created by the famous sculptor of the 19th century,

Václav Levý. The sandstone sculptors rise to a height of 9 meters and also

feature an artificial cave. This place is a must-visit for those who wish to

get the chills since Čertovy hlavy is touted to be one of the creepiest

places in the Czech Republic. During your visit, you can also hike up to

Václav Levý's formations that are found nearby.

 +420 31 569 7223 (Tourist Information)  Off Route 9, Želízy
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 by Zairon   

Napoleon's Bridge 

"18th Century Bridge"

Situated above the banks of the pristine Soča river, Napoleon's Bridge has

a long-standing history dating back to 1750. This bridge was blown up by

Austrian soldiers during the First World War and was then replaced by a

wooden bridge followed by an iron bridge. During the 18th century,

Napoleon's armies marched at the end of the bridge and hence it has

been so named. During your visit, you can enjoy picturesque views of the

Soča river which is a true treat to the eye.

 +386 5 302 9647  www.soca-valley.com/en/in-search-

of-adventure/culture/architectural-p

eculiarities/2021051711511191/napol

eon-bridge-near-kobarid/

 Off Route 203, Soča River, Kobarid

 by Pavel Koběrský   

Velká Amerika 

"Home to Dramatic Viewpoint"

A little away from the iconic city of Prague lies a quaint village called

Morina – a charming little town attracting visitors for all the right reasons.

Velká Amerika is one of the popular attractions in the region that is known

for its dramatic setting. Known for offering an epic landscape featuring

magnificent cliffs, crystal clear waters, and magical gorges, this scenic

spot calls all nature lovers to experience the best of the best natural

terrain. Favorite among the moviemakers who capture the picturesque

setting of the landscape, this lovely spot was once a mining hub. The

visitors must hike up to reach the vantage point and witness the

enchanting vistas—capture Instagram-worthy pictures. Often compared to

the grand canyons of America, this natural attraction is a wonder of its

own.

 www.lomy-amerika.cz/lom-velka-amerika/  Off Route 11613, Mořina

 by Alumnado Módulo ITG   

Playa de Benijo 

"Tranquil Beachfront"

Tucked away in Anaga Rural Park, Benijo is a popular beach. Following a

narrow trail along a dense laurisilva forest, you will reach the sparkling

beachfront of Benijo. For the adventurous beach lovers, this nudist beach

will prove a risqué delight. Rest on the volcanic black sand here and take

in the soothing views of the relentless waves leaving behind white, foamy

marks as they return to the sea. At the other end of the beach are a

handful of eateries that serve delectable authentic meals.

 +34 663 01 1752 (Tourist Information)  www.webtenerife.co.uk/what-

see/beaches/playa-benijo/

 Almaciga 10, Taganana, Santa Cruz de

Tenerife
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